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Cragin has busy schedule on UMO campus
Republican gubernatorial candidate Charles Cragin spoke with UMO
students and faculty Wednesday. (Markowitz photo)
by fvfehele Guilmettc
Staff Writer
Republican candidate for governor
Charles L. Cragin paid a visit to UMO
Wednesday expressing his advocacy
for the University of Mane system
while attending meetings throughout
the afternoon among faculty and
studerts.
"I think when we are talking about
the aeation of job opportunities we
must include the university system. It
is one of the greatest marketing tools
we haye to attract and add business in
Maine. and to provide jobs to keep
people in Maine," he said.
Cragintiffrfisit was sponsored by the
College Republicans and the Political
Science Department.
JeraneNadelhaft, associate profes-
sor of history and president of the
Associated Faculties of the University
Pair designs Bar Harbor's
own boardgame
by Ed Manzi
Staff writer
MD students may soon be able to
take a summer vacation that lasts the
whcie year without leaving the
campus.
How. you say? It's the Bar Harbor
Vacation Game. Student entrepreneur
Hank Garfield and his cu-partner
Melissa Schelling, founders of Opti-
mist Productions. are hoping to sell
their product at the University Book
Store.
Garfield is a 25-year-old broadcast-
ing major who transferred to UMO
this semester from Beloit College in
Wisconsin. A native of Maine, he
spent his early years in Blue Hill.
Garfield explained how he conceiv-
ed the idea. "We use to drive around
the park toads (Acadia National Park)
and it came to rue that it all seemed
like a board game."
CD-partner Melissa Schelling, a
24-year-old art graduate, also from
Beloit College, said Garfield came to
her after he had his idea. "He told me
about it," she said. "and I was excited
with the possibility. Then he started to
lay out a grid."
Schelling said they contributed
equally to the game. "I did the
graphic art work," she said. "I did
five copies of color and detign before I
was happy With the board"
Garfield said the object of the game
is to score the most points while
conserving money. because, he said,
"If you run out of money when you're
cm vacation, you're it 0—fhe
game-just like rear life."
The price of the game is $9.95, he
said. "On other games you can spend
as much as $12. I think that's
reasonable especially when the costs
of production are heavy."
Schelling said she's happy with her
product. "It's a good g.me when
'you're at a party or just want to have
fun. It has a lot of player interaction
-something college kids can identify
with."
Thomas Cole, manager of the
University Book Store, explained how
the store would decide if t wanted to
sell a product like Gaifield's and
Schelling's.
"We try to evaluate if the product
will sell and its appropriateness to the
university," he said. "We'd buy the
product on consignment or pay the
person outright." he said.
of Maine (AFUM), aganized a
meeting between Cragin and interes-
ted faculty yesterday noontime at the
Memorial Union.
"Mr. Cragin was already scheduled
to be on campus and he kindly
consented to talk with other union
faculty members, but we did not
anticipate media coverage,-
 Nide-
haft said.
A graduate from the University of
Mane in Portland. Cragin graduated
first in his class from the University of
Maine School of Law. He is past
president of the University of South-
ern Maine Alumni Association.
One of Cragin's major commit-
ments,he said, is for Maine to keep up
its educational system by becoming
competitive and retaining quality
educates.
/-said we are currently experienc-
ing a "brain drain" in the university
system. "If competition is not maint-
ained, the system will lose members of
its faculty and for a quality education
you haveto have quality teachers," he
said.
Cragin organized a petition drive to
put the tax indexing question on
Novembers ballot. "Taxpayers and
families of Maine should have the
right to provide their children with the
opportunity to live and work in this
state," he said.
A"hands on man", Cragin said hisjob is appointing administrators and
going to the people who are doing thejob.
He thought it would be a good idea
to have representation from a member
of the faculty and the student body on
the Board of Trustees, paralleling it to
an increasing amount of health
institutions that include members
from their medical staff on their
boards of trustees.
After his meeting with the faculty,
Cragin was scheduled to speak to
three political science classes in North
Stevens Hall and then again to
interested students later Wednesday
afternoon at the Memorial Union.
Following his debate with Democ-
ratic Gov. Joseph E. Brennan on
Tuesday will be another on October 20
in Bangor sponsored by the League of
Women Voters. This debate is sched-
uled to be televised.
Cragin plans to continue with his
weekly schedule of county series of
meetings. Since the beginning of the
summer, he has made himself avail-
able for questions and problems area
residents would,like to discuss. He
intends to continue with this method
of dealing with the people as
governor.
Hank Garfield demonstrates the new Bar Harbor vacation game.(Markowitz photo)
SEA may show another porn film for students
by Rich Miller
Staff Writer
Despite complaints after last
semester's showing of"Debbie
Does Callas; 'Student Entertain-
mem_ and Activities may run an
X-rated movie in the spring,
committee chairperson
Sherry Payne said Wednesday.
Payne, who is responsible for
ordering movies for SEA, said
that there were many comp-laints about 'Debbie Does
Dallas" last semester.
"Anytime you run an  X-rated 
most yi5u're bound to get a lot
of complaints," she said. "But -
the people who complained
didn't senclitheir gripes to us at
SEA. They sent everything to
the Ccrnpus to be printed."
Payne said SEA 's movie
committee chooses the films
thatair to be shown, but that as
chairperson she has some disc-
retion over what movies are
finaly selected.
"I have the final word,"
Payne said. "The committee is
made up of between fifteen and
thrity students, depending on
who shows up for the meeting.
They decide what the students
wart to see and I order it.-
' Payne said that there/has to
be a valid reasowl for not
showkg a -riovie.
• "Ore the movie is ordered,
it slays on the schedule," she
said. "If the movie isn't avail-
ablewhen we order it, obviously
that's a valid reason for not
showirg it. If half the campus
oppcses the movie, we wouldn't
shawl. But if that was the case
we wouldn't have ordered it in
the fist place."
.SEApresident Leanne Timb-
erlake said that all three show-
ingsof Debbie Does Dallas sold
out last year.
-that showed us that. the
students wanted it.•• Timber-
lakesaid. "If they want it, then
we should supply them with an
X-rated movie. If some people
?don't like the movie. they_don't
have to see it."
Trrberlake said that a lot of
4:
(see X-rated page 2)
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Today's Weather
Low clouds with more lingering showers and drizzle today, hightemperatures 55-58. Continuing showers with increasing fog tonight,lows 45-50. Friday, clearing in the morning and partly sunny by
afternoon, highs 55-60..
nexr door
cafe and bakery
1 ,61:1
 
This wee-
 k we are featuring:
le2P
Spicey Indian Dahl with chappatti
2.50
3.00Spanakopita
Baked Haddock with creamy
leek sauce 3.50
Almond Spinach roulade
we serve breakfast and lunch tuesday
through friday 7am- 2pm, saturday 9am-2pm,
and evening meals thursday through sat urdav
5pm-9pm.2es 28 Mill Street-Oroni. NE- 866-4110
•
Lowdown
12:15 p.m. NON-TRADITION-
AL STUDENTS DISCUSSION
SERIES. Michael Blier
•' Academic Tips and Resources
fortheReturning Student." So.
Bangcr Lounge, Union.
1230 p.m. SANDWICH CIN-
EMA. "Women-in Sports" and
"Poxers of Ten." FFA Room,
Univ.
5:30p.m. POT-LUCK PICNIC/
DINNER for Non-Traditional
Studerts and University Park
Residents (See FYI.) UMO
--Cratils Center grounds., -Ci*
ge Ave.
Sororty Rush is for you. Come
visit the Rush Registration
booth at the Memorial Union
from 9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.
Monday thm friday, Sept. 20-
24. Formal Rush is Sept. 27
thru Ozt. 8.
Sigma Kappa Sorority and Tau
Epsilon Phi Fraternity will be
holding a swinging marathon to
beneft Big Brothers/Big Sisters
and tte Main Seacoast Ivikogion
of Bar Harbor. The masilthon
willbeheld Friday. Sept. 24 at 4
p.m. will Saturday, Sept. 25 at
4-ph. Donations and pledges
are being acce ted.
_
X- rated films
(continued from page 1)
people who complained about
Debbie Does Dallas object to
pomog-aphy, not erotica.
"Maties Ike Emmanuelle are
considered erotic movies, not
porncgraphic ones," she said.
"If the committee decides they
want to show erotica instead of
porrugraphy, that's what we'll
do."
Paine said Emmanuelle was
conklered by most people to be
IS THIS YOUR WCKY DAY? 
4.
CALL JEANE DIXON'S HOROSCOPES- BY- PHONE:
You never know what might happen today. But you can always ask thestars. Jeane Dixon's latest one-minute forecast is just a phone call away-24hours a day. It's always fun to call, and if you check the rate chart, you'll findout when you can call for practically nothing. And who knows. That one callmight just make your day.
Aries (March 22-April 20) .
Taurus (April 21-May 21) . .
Gemini (May 22-June 21)..
Cancer (June 22-July 23) ..
Leo (July 24-Aug. 23) 
Virgo (Aug. 24-Sept. 23) ..
.. 1-212-976-5050
. 1-212-976-5151
.. 1-212-976-5252
.01-212-976-5353
1-212-976-5454
.. 1-212-976-5656
, 1st Min
Libra (Sept. 24-Oct. 23) 
 1-212-976-5757Scorpio (Oct. 24-Noy. 22) . .   1-212-976-5858Sagittarius (Nov. 23-Dec. 21)1-212-976-5959Capricorn kDec . 22-Jan. 20) 
 1-212-976-6060Aquarius (Jan. 21-Feb. 19)  
 1-212-976-6161Pisces (Feb. 20-March 21)  
 1-212-976-6262
Extra Min.
Monday-Friday 8 am1,-; pm
Sunday-Friday 5 pin-1 pm
Sunday-Friday 11 pm-8 am
All Day Saturday
Sunday 8 am-5 pm
59Q
35e
23e
23C '
23g
42c
26v
17C
17C
17C
These rates apply on calls you
dial yourself, no operator
involved, from the Orono area.
Tax not included. • •
• A servicr mark of Hors ,scopes-B y Inc
© New England Telephone
•
114
erotica because the love aspect
of the movie is emphasized
more than the sex aspect, but
that it all depends on the
vie.
"Even though people consid-
er Emmanuelle erotica, a lot of
people still walked out on it
when we showed it here two
years ago," she said.
Timberlake said that if people
want complaints to be effective,
theystnuld go to the SEA office
located in the Memorial Union.
'They'll have to take their
compkint directly to us if they
wantanything constructive to be
done tout it," she said.
Payne said SEA realizes that
they can't please everyone.
'We try to please the major-
ity cf the people. No matter
wt a you choose to show, you're
still-going to have people who
don't like it," she said.
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% • • • •
WIZZARD of ODDS
118 Harlow Sager
_Bangor, Maijt(e___
— 9 4 7 - 0 8 3 7
FAMILY VIDEO GAME
PARLOR
Two Free Games
-with $1.00 purchase -
See us for group rates
discounts and parties
Campus0„,
Crier %°13
Large I bedroom apartment with
garage and fireplace. 2 min. walk
from UMO. $335 plus electricty.
Call Youness days 581-2659,
evenings and weekends 866-4766.
I will cook, or clean in exchange
for room. Orono area. Reliable.
References 866-2497.
Loft for sale. BCC or' MO
rooms. A real space a1', sell it
later. Contact B room 210
Chadbourne. our sheets of
paneling too!
F. . 30 Calculator and
ying case in front of Merrill
Hall. Contact Chris Paradis,
Business Manager, Maine
Campus, Lord Hall Basement.
s
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World News
Reagan ends rail strike
WASHINGTON (AP)--President
Reagan signed emergency legislation
late Wednisday that ends a nation-
wide rail stnke the administration said
had put nearly a half million people out
of work at a cost approaching SI billion
a day.
Reagan's signature came just hours
after the House passed the measure
383-17.
Forecasters predict cold winter
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (AP) -Re-
member the miserable winter of '82?
Some forecasters say the coming
winter will be even worse - even
though predicting the weather that far
ahead may he more art than science.
Thursday is the first day of fall, and
everyone agrees that's a sure sign cold
weather is not far behind. But coming
up- with a more specific forecast
depends on whether you subscribe to
the sunspot theory, the volcano theory
or simple intuition.
Willett, a professor emeritus at
MIT, is one of a few meteorologists
who make very long-range forecasts.
He puts his faith in sunspots.
"My forecast is for a very cold
winter this year, with the coldest
weather in the eastern United States
and not so cold in the Far West," he
said. "A very cold winter would be 5 or
6 degrees below normal for the
average of the winter.”
Willett says this winter could be the
coldest of the century, but it depends
on whether sunspot activity,inagnetic
storms on the sun's surface, continues
to be low, something that has not
happened for the past two years.
STUDENT ENTERTAINMENT & ACTIVITIES
presents sciogre
vS5e ti
the
Portiona
QuaSrt
 r
 
teitngin concert together
Hauck Auditorium
Sat.,Sept.25 at 8pm
Tickets $ 3.50 1111110 Students$5.00 General
FOR INFORMCION CALL OR WRITE
STUDENT ENTERTAINMENT F. ACTIVITIES
MEMORIAL UNION UMO
ORONO MAINE 04469
207 581 7929
VISA
STILLWATER TEXACO
STILLWATER AVENUE, ORONO
827-4872
MASTERCARD TEXACO CREDIT CARD
TOUR TOTAL COST -- ALL_ PARTS
owil LAWN:
4
-Cylinder Tune-up
6-Cylinder Tune-up
8
-Cylinder Tune-up
LW'', Oil and Filter
Suporlubo Special
Diagnostic Analysis
Transmission Service
S37.95*
38.95*
39.95*
12.95*
'5.95
4.99
V.95*
*For points end condenser add $5.00.
Most American and Foreign vehicles.
 •
Motor Oil
99c qt. 23.76 case
011 Filters
$1.99 to 12.49
* Airfilters $3.50
•
Anti. freeze
$3.79 a gallon
Awesome Prices on Tires!
BFGoodrich
LIFESAVER®
RADIAL XL III
• Steel belted radial construction has lower
rolling resistance than non-radials, saves
fuel.
• 2 steel belts provide impact protection,
long mileage.
•-Dual compound tread is long-wearing,
cool-running.
--a-WHITEWALL$
BR78-13 2
WE REPLACES NOW
 SIZE REPLACES ,NOWCR78-13
.
P185/80R13 44.50 FR78-15
.
P205/75R15 55.70ER78-14 P195/75R14 51.20 GR78-15 P215-75R15 57.90
'
FR78-14 " P205/75k14 53.50 A. HR78-15 ' P225/75R15 60.10GR78-14 " . P215/75R14 54.50 _ LR78-15 . P235/75R15' 64.60
e- Plus 1.91 to 2.98 F.E.T.
Open 24 Hours
-
-
-
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Opinion
No place like home
Dormitories at UMO can no longer be considered a
real home for students who live there.
Due to increased alcohol policies and stricter
enforcement by residential life, students who live in
the dorms have become very restricted about what
they can and can't do where alcohol is concerned.
Students under the legal drinking age of 20 are not
alle.‘...-ed to drink, cvcn in the pridty of iiicit own
rooms if the door is open. This goes against the basic
concept of a "home." At home, people are free to
choose to do what they want to do within reason.
Most students, 18 years of age or older who want to
drink at home do so.
The university has even gone as far as prohibiting
alcohol completely in two of the dorms on the BCC
campus. Even in the United States Constitution; -
prohibition was repeated. Are we really going to let
the university enact a policy which is
unconstitutional?
And with all the new policies, residential life is
making it more and more difficult to have-a simple--
little party in the students' own rooms. Therefore,
many students are choosing to go somewhere else to
party, increasing the possibility of drinking and
driving, something which has become a national
problem the university should do everything in its
power to prevent. Is it going to take somebody
getting killed before the university gets the message
that students want to be able to live their lives as they
choose in the confines of their own rooms?
Granted, residential life has a point that the
amount of dorm damage has been decreased
significantly since they have been cracking down on
alcohol policies. But dorm damage would be even
more decreased if residential life took it upon
themselves to make sure all students were locked in
their rooms by 8 p.m. Then Residential Life wouldn't
have anything to worry about though, because no
students in their right minds would come to school
here.
But the dorms shouldn't have to be like a prison..
The fact remains that, while students are in school,
rooms are still home. Telling people what they can
and can't do is to keep public places safe for all __
people. When students are told they can't drink in -
their rooms, their rooms essentially become a public
place. And what public place has ever been really
considered a Home?
N.S.
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Extraneous Verbiage
TOM BURR ALL
Quiet in
the stacks
I'm sitting in the second floor
stack area of the library because I
want a quiet place to study. This
spot should be as good as any.
-k's free of rzfrigerators, street
traffic, televisions, stereos, noisy.
conversations and, in fact,
relatively free of people. This will
be a fine place to do some work. -
I hear someone coming down
the corridor now. It's probably
just another person looking for a
secluded place to study.
Good Lord, what a racket it's
making. It sounds like a wooden-
soled shoe. Maybe it's .a French
peasant. They nsed---to-- dance
wearing sabots during the
Renaissance.
Those clogs aren't all that's
disturbing. This person. must be
coming here to stay. It sounds
like a tent is being pitched in a
heavy wind. The flaps keep
hitting the side stalls and the
zipper sounds like it's hitting of _
the poles.
That raincoat with the snaps
hitting each other isn't all that's
disturbing. This person must
have come here to do an
elementary school science
experiment. It sounds like the
person's dragging a block of
wood across extra
-coarse
sandpaper to determine the ---
amount of work being done.
Those jeans rubbing against
the thighs and ankles when the
person steps isn't all that's
disturbing. It sounds like the
person wants to be a lion trainer
and came to practice cracking his
whip. Or it could be the person's
a percussionist and is practicing
his slapstick.
That finger
-snapping and
bubble gum popping isn't all
that's disturbing. I bet this
person is on the debate team and
came here to critique the last
debate. It sounds like a talk show
argument where both parties
speak at once.
This argument isn't all that's
disturbing. This person must be
some sort of nasal decongestant
or else the malodorous air is
coming from a skunk or a French
house of ill repute. The
disruptions became louder and
stronger and then began fading.
The person passed my study
niche and continued down the
corridor.
I peeped around from behind
my cubicle and two things were
moving. One was wearing clogs,
a raincoat,, and jeans and was
popping gum, snapping fingers
and talking. I couldn't
distinguish the smell.
-The other was a refrigerator on
studded tires. On top of the
refrigerator was a tent, a block of
wood on a friction board, a whip,
a slapstick, a TV broadcasting
Donahue, a skunk and a rea light.
So much for studying in the
stacks today. It really isn't a quiet
place free of disturbances.
Tom Burt-all is a senior forestry
major, minoring in journalism,from Geneva, New York.
-
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Escaping vices through Hypnosis
by Frank Harding
,-•
S HE DIDN'T USE A SPINNING DISKwith spiral arms swirling into the center. Nordid she direct me to stare at a candle's flame in adarkened room. She had no gold watch to swing backand forth before my eyes and she never once said,
"You are under my control. You will obey my everycommand."
But she still managed to hypnotize me.lirtiat's more, once she got me there, she stuck afair-sized needle through the back of my hand,painlessly.
"It's a rather dramatic demonstration of one ofthe uses of hypnotism," said Penny Bohac, a clinicalhypnotist practicing at the Orono Family Medicinebuilding. She removed the needle and brought meback up to the normal state of consciousness. "Somepeople don't quite believe they'll be able to changethemselves under hypnosis. But when they can reachanalgesia in their hand they think, 'boy, I can doanything,' and they can."
"We're fighting an uphill battle
against the fear that you are under
my control, which is so untrue."
If you are willing to participate in hypnosis andreally do want to affect some change in yourself,Bohac says, then the possibilities are endless. The listof things Bohac can apply her skills as a hypnotist toincludes pain and weight control, quitting smoking,increasing memory and concentration, controllingstress, improving athletic or musical abilities andchanging unwanted personality traits like shyness.
"Any bad habit, or habit that you consider bad ordestructive in your life, you can change throughhypnosis," she said. "Any good quality that youwant to improve upon, any skill that you want todevelop further, you can use it for." -
The road Penny Bohac followed -to become aclinical hypnoiist was quite long, and twisting aswell. Though she first .oecame interested inhypnotism while in high school, she never thought ofpursuing it. Instead she earned a degr_ee in languageand worked on a master's degree in education at theUniversity of Wisconsin. She married, had two sonstnd went back to school in the nursing program  ALthe Eastern Maine Medical Center in Bangor. Thereshe attended a seminar on hypnosis conducted by agroup of medical personnel from Boston. Herinterest rekindled, Bohac learned self-hypnosis andhypnotized herself for the first time in August 101.After graduating from the nursing program lastspring, she attended ar two week seminar inCalifornia where she learned hypnosis techniques
and 'clinical skills. She then returned to Maine and,
on June 2 opened her office in the Orono FamilyMedicine building.
_ •
The offfice is small and sparsely furnished, but itsuits Bohac's needs, for her practice is only open onMondays. The rest of her week is devoted to her jobas an emergency room nurse at EM.MC. Bohac iseager to apply hypnotism "as a medical tool," butshe realizes that commuhitics such as Orono might beslow to accept such an unusual procedure. So she iscontent to let her practice build slowly. "My feelingis that, once people experience it and get some benefitfrom it, they'll tell others and things will grow."
B UT Bohac doesn't use her skills only oneday of the week. She is occaisionally called
upon to use hypnosis to help emergency roompatients at EMMC. "It's primarily for relaxationand pain control," she says„2:_For_soine people,putting in the novacaine can be just as uncomfortableas tne actual work. With several people who saythat's what they dislike most, we've suggested that itdoesn't have to be that way and have done the repairwork without anything except hypnosis."
Dr. Cresey Brazier, an emergency room staffphysician who sometimes works with Bohac, isenthusiastic about her use of hypnotism with certainpatients. "It's very effective for calming peopledown," he said, "the main problem is that you (thepatient) have to , I* willing to let go for a fewmoments beforeircan hert3 you."
Bohac often stresses this point-it takes at least aminute or two with a willing subject to inducehypnosis. She would like to dispel the misconceptionthat an able hypnotist, like the fabled Svengali, canimmediatelyhypnotizeanyone who makes the mistakeof staring into his eyes for more-than a second. Alsountrue, she says, is the idea that he puts you in atrance or can make you do things against your will.
"We're fighting an uphill battle against the fearthat you are under my control, which is so untrue.You are totally in control and Probably in greatercontrol of your life then ever before underhypnosis." She remains, however, at a loss todescribe what hypnosis is like. "It's impossible todefine," she said, "It is, in fact, easier to do then it isto describe."
Though she feels confident that she can treat any
„ non-physiological problem, Bohac says "a greatpercentage" of her clients are interested in quittingsmoking or controlling their weight. While she ishappy to help them acheive these goals, sheultimately hopes to teach her clients self-hypnosis.Once they gain that ability, she says, they cancontinually reinforce their new, satisfying habits,decrease the amount of stress in their lives andmaintain better gverall
 
health--
Roland Morin, 23, a sophmore at U-MO, has been
using self-hypnosis for a year anda half and says the
results are just as Bohac described. Morin learnedself-hypnosis from a book while in the Air Force and
uses it for relaxation, studying and improving hisbaseball skills.
Morin hypnotizes himself in a dark room bystaring at a lighted candle. It's hard to explain, hesays, "but think of it as a set of stairs you keep goingdown. You're going deeper and deeper, loweringyourself into it."
II
Once there, Morin can eliminate aggression byconcentrating on peaceful thoughts. Or, tie canprepare himself for a test by, "thinking positivethings, like how nice it'll be to get an A." To improvehis hitting abilities, Morin pictures himself hitting theball with a perfect swing. "Really, you're only
rehearsing in your mind what your body is going todo tomorrow."
Hypnotist Penny Bohac (Photos by Roland Morin)
"You're working with the subconcious part of themind Bohac says, "Most people would like to believethat they are rational beings but that's not the case.We run on emotion and if we're afraid or hesitantin hypnosis, you work through that emotion toto do something,we don't do it. So when you're inhypnosis, you work through that emotion to acheive.:the results you want. The subconcious is where it's allhappening."
And so I let her hypnotize me. I'm humble enoughto admit I have faults and I had to know if I'd letmyself be hypnotized. If -hypnosis was a possibleanswer, I wanted to know.
She hypnotized me, told me I had no feeling in myhand, and stuck a needle through it. It was relaxing,easy and painless--it really did work like she said itwould. And seeing that needle stuck through myskin so convinced me that I'm going back as soon aspossible to become a non-smoker.
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Mom graduates to politics
by Victor R. Hathaway
S HE LEANED FORWARD ON THE EDGEof her chair as if about to confide somethingdeeply personal.
"If we loved our children more than we hated our
enemies," she said, "there would be peace. I really
believe that, because human beings find it easier to
hate than to really take the time and efforiTo—really
care about other human beings. I guess I care, and
that's one big reason I ran."
Nancy Whitman is, running as the Democratic
candidate for the District 77 Representative seat
against John Bott, the. Republican candidate.
When we talked last weekend, she spoke from Tier
own experience-in a personal way--even on the most
distant subjects. And she leaned forward a lot on the
edge of her chair.
"I've been around students all my life, either high
school or college students, and during the last 20
years, college students," she said. She's raised four
students, one recently _graduated, and another still
attending, college, and she has attended seven
,colleges around the country. In 1981, she graduated
from UMO with a degree in philosophy.
"So what's on students' minds these days?" I
' **1.11-ilits and financial cutbacks are a big
question," she said. "I think students have to have
some way of being funded. Too many people are out
of work and can't send their kids to college. The cuts
out of the Reagan administration, I think,
discriminate against the middle class and the people
that are even poorer."
Do you think," I asked," that the pre§ident's cuts
are necessary, or do you think he's throwing
Grandma into the streets?"
"Reagan's budget has been a military budget. Now
if you cut down on the military budget and put that
money hack into ilWillikfl services, Grandma wouldn't
have a problem and neither would students. I don't
believe we need that military budget as- high as he'?
got it. I'm not even sure we need that military budget
as high as he's got it I'm not even sure we need as
much military budget as we've had over the past
number of years.
"We seem to be engaged in something very much
like children: how many snowballs can you have and
how many snowballs can they have and I've got more
than you, so I'm going to win."
"How do you feel about the nuclear -freeze
movement?"
"I support the nuclear freeze, because that's about
as far as we seem to be able to come in this
country."
Nancy Whitman graduated with a degree inphilosophy from UMO in 1981. (Roland Morinphoto)
"What about Russia?"
The objection to the freeze is that we can't trustRussia. I agree; we ca0 tius.t_Atissia...14p;LugsbastiTs, dan we trust our government? Nobody ash that -question. I don't trust Russia, but I don't trust us."
"Then under those circumstances, does it make
sense to enter into an agreement based mostly ontrust?"
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"Well, let's reverse that,' she said. "So neither
side can trust one another, and we keep building
those bombs, spending more and more money--
where does that get us?"
I guess that some people would argue that nuclearparity is in itself a deterrent to nuclear war. They
would say that the only time nuclear weapons havebeen used is when one side had all of them and the
other side had none. Do you think if Japan had had
two bombs to use against us that we would have been
so anxious to use the only two we had?"
"We were at war at the time."
"We've been in two wars since therk, and we have
many times more bombs. Dan't you think that history denies that the temptation gets stronger the
more we have? Isn't it that the more Russia has;
closer to our number, the less inclined we are to usethem?" 
 
_ 
 
— 
"I keep hoping that will be it, but I don't believeit, because all it takes is one person on a power trip or
mentally unstable--maybe only momentarily
unstable: somebody yelled at him at the wrong time,his tire had a flat on the way to work, (so he says) rtr
"5,000 gallons of radioactive water
were spilled at Maine Yankee
between March and May
of this year."
show them.' We've had it like this in the United
States _again and again. We've had it in every
country. We've always had people who wanted to
play God in that way. The temptation is there,
inherent in humans."
"How about nuclear power? Where do you stand
on the shutdown referendum?"
`Maittaink1=-4.0.01-safe-J.Lhas been designated4ilbot saTe.-as one of fourteen throughout the nation.
So it's going to have to close to become safer. Maine
is one of two states that does not monitor its nuclear
reactors. The other states that have them, do. How
come they know in Boston and New York, but we
don't know in Maine? I ask that the state take it over
and then I'd like to see the state release the
information--every week--because if the state can tell
you the lottery number, they can print the result of
the monitoring."
She said, "5,000 gallons of radioactive water were
spilled at Maine Yankee between March and May of
this year. The first place I know of that information
appearing in the Maine paper was in a letter to the
editor of the Portland paper. A friend of mine who
gets the Christian Science Monitor said he read it
there." • -
During her eleven, years at Orono, Whitman has
spent a lot of time with the university community.
She said she has taught weaving at the Hilltop Craft
Center, worked in the Fogler library's periodical and
special collections sections, as well as taken classes.
Tom Tremble, president of UMO Young
Democrats, said, "She's from Orono, she's been a
student, she's familiar with the campus, and she
understands the problems of students. She mighthave a more mature outlook on the issues that will be
faced by the legislature."
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Hirundo: Now the secret's 
 out
by Jim Lounthan
0 LIVER •Larouche . never intended HirundoWildlife Refuge to be the best kept secret onthe University of Maine campus. To date,
knowledge of the refuge has rested in the
hands of a small but enthusiastic group of sports club
members, university faculty and service volunteers.
Larouche, the refuge director, wants more
members of the university community to visit the
Hirundo Wildlife Refuge. He also wants students,
faculty and staff to know Hirundo is conveniently
located in Awn, Maine, no thore than ten miles from
the student union. Larouche says "I'd like people to
know we're out here and that we're open 365 days a
year."
_ INgthose--36,1 ..days _i.he or - to -Hirtincir,--.Wildlife Refuge can enjoy a variety of activities. An
activity favored by many is walking the trails which
wander through different sections of the refuge.
There are four color-coded trails which vary in
length. None of the four is greater than 3 miles long.
Hikers have no difficulty following,. tht markings
which are easily spotted on trees at eye level, 20 to 25
feet apart.
Hikers may also spot a variety of birds and small
animals along the trails. Foxes dart through the
woods and may sometimes be seen cutting across a
trail. The smaller animals are quick and may
sometimes dash almost under the nose of an unwary
visitor. Deer are frequently seen munching oh fruit
which has fallen from Hirundo's apple trees. Along
the banks of the Pushaw Stream beavers prepare
their lodges for the coming winter.
Birds are always in abundance at Hirundo. The
trail walker will see chickadees swoop from tree to
tree. Stern owls and high-flying hawks are frequently
seen at Hirundo. Tree swallows set up. housekeepingin the handcrafted nesting boxes which Mr. Larouchefastens to trees throughout the refuge. In the summer
months hikers note great numbers of these birds.
Director Larouche likes to tell his guests how the
Indian name for the swallow is "hirlindo". The great
number of these birds in the area prompted Larouche
to name the refuge Hirundo.
"We're open
365 days
a year."
Those visitors who hike Hirundo's trails in the
spring and summer months can also enjoy them inthe winter. The University of Maine Outing Club hastaken advantage of the openess of the refuge to usethe trails for winter recreation. Club Vice PresidentLaura Leuking says, "The trails go all throv;hHirunclo.
 anji_AA.yer,y „well- kept up.- ut-L--eukinypiarrs--171have the Maine Outing Club visit Hirundo again
"after the first snowfall this year."
Showshoeing and cross country skiing
 draw manypeople to Hirundo wildlife Refuge. Oliver and JuneLarouche spend long hours packing snow down onthe trails. Members of the university community can
rent equipment for these winter sports on campus atthe student union.
;J.
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Oliver and June Larouche Counihan photo)
Larouche is concerned about making people aware
of how the refuge "is a trust of the University ofMaine, for the sole benefit of the university. "When
Mr. Larouche signed the instrument of trust in 1978it was on condition the land remain a refuge, wild
and free in perpetuity. There can never be any
development of the land or exploitation of natural
resources.
"The funds for hirundo come from gifts ot
companies and donations of individuals who visit
Hirundo;." said Larouche
Money is also raised at local craft fairs. Last year
Hirundo was represented at the university faculty
craft fair, "FaculCraft IV." Oliver Larouche sold
bird houses and feeders which he produces in hisbasement workshop. This year he plans to have a
table in the field house and participate in the HomeCoining
 -Day-Craft-Fair m tte-fiehefn OCtifiger-rti. is
will be a good opportunity for the university
community to learn about Hirundo Wildlife Refuge.
Besides selling birdhouses and feeders Hirundo
volunteers will be passing out informational
brochures. The brochures will aquaint the reader
with Hirundo Wildlife Refuge. Year round activities
will be detailed as well as a directions for getting to
the Refuge.
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8by Ann T. McGuire
CCORDING TO DR. HELEN CALDICOTT,president of Physicians For Social Respon-sibility, the U.S. has enough nuclear bombs to killevery man, woman and child in the Soviet Union 40times. The Russians can overkill the . Americanpopulation 20 times. But to avoid "vulnerability,"the U.S. continues to produce 10 new bombs a day.
We're all in this together, although most of usprefer to ignore it. Jay Hamilton and RobertSorscher. don't ignore the ar'ms race. Both studentssay they see American college students live throughdaily melodramas as if never knowing that silos .full
-of nuclear weapons are pointed at them all the time.
Hamilton and Sorscher refuse to block out the
reality. The two Harvard students spent last summer
organizing a two day conference entitled "Educationfor Action in a Nuclear World." I spoke with themlast week when they came to UMO to invite studentsto the conference at Harvard on October 15.
Students from over 50 different colleges in New
.England are expected to attend to "hear arms expertstalk about nuclear problems, politicians speak aboutproposed solutions, and activists eXamine how you
can engage in political action."
Hamilton and Sorscher talked about-thtir goals,long and short term. Hamilton hopes this conference
will help to get "students our age to begin to seethemselves as a generation." He finds that "lackingin people our age. The only common experiences we
Maine Campus. Thursday, September 23, 1982 -
Turning Philosophy into Action
Harvard students reach out to UMO students in a quest for activism
seem to share are rock concerts and shopping malls,"he said. .
Hamilton, a student of Economics andGovernment, works for Harvard University'sInstitute of Politics as coordinator of 16 Project onNuclear Weapons. After three years of "just being a
student," he got into activism himself last year.Hamilton was inspired most, he said, by a quote heread by Daniel Berrigan, the radical Catholic priestknown for his antiwar activism in the 60's. Speakingof Dorothy Day (founder of the Catholic Worker).Berrigan said she "lived as if the truth were true."
"That one line stuck with me because the more Ireaa about nuclear weapons and the sense of urgencythat there is, the more I felt that joyas important for
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each individual to try to address the question in their
own lives."
Hamilton sees the quote as "a succinct expression_
that at some .point in yotir life you have to realize
whatever incremental action you can -take." Hebelieves "you can live as if the principles were true,
and-you can even make them true by what you do."
Robert Sorscher has been involved in peace
activism since, his freshman year. Coming from a
"very pacifist, very liberal family," he believes that
"as individuals we have certain moral obligations."He added that these obligations are "tantamount to
what Jay (Hamiltion) was saying about "there istruth and you should pursue what your interpretation that-it."
_Sorscher is president of a Harvard sand-Radtliffgroup called Harvard-Radcliff Students for SocialResponsibility (HRSSR). Modeled after the nationalHRSSR has a long range goal of spreading tostudents an awareness "of the enormity of the armsrace problem," and "turning that awareness intoPolitical action."
The U.S. produces 10
nadear bombs a day
Hamilton elaborated. "The cruise missile for
example is very small and therefore hard to verify.Verificaion holds up a lot of arms control." Here is
where the sense of urgency they both have comes in.Within the next year Congress will probably vote on
appropriations for all of this new technology.Hamilton said many fear that once these hard-to-
verify weapons are developed and deployed, arms.control will be next to impossible to negociat-e.
As we sat in the mirrored lobby of WeItcCommons
we talked about student apathy, Sorscher with his
_gaze fixed„ on six .or seven-avid Paelvtan ptayri s Or
was it pinball?) He watched the enraged players slamand swear at the machines and said he is oftendisappointed by students.
"In our society of diminishing opportunities,people are struggling to get what they can,
'-` 4111 unfortunately.. .and that certainly doesn't provide aRobert Sorscher and Jay Hamilton good environment for political activism."at UMO. (Photo by Steve Markowitz)
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The Crush Function Hrifiza Haqili
Yesteday in math lab I
run into Q and since we
both clearly are there to do
work, she sits down tight
beside me and gives me tilt--
whole situation.
"It's terrible," she says.
"All I can think of is, it's
like little puppies, rolling
around--,--- drooling,
panting."-Every time I see
somebody in a sweatshirt I
think, it's him. Igo to tint -
library all the time just to
see if he's there. I waste 50
percent of my ocular
motion scanning crowds."
Even as she speaks
directly at me, her eyeballs
are bouncing around like
BB's on bio's.
"My grades are drilling
core," she says, indicating
knapsack full of science.
While Q is telling me all
this she. is simultaneously_
solving a mass of problem
equations from physics
homework for me. Q is
what you'd call an
intelligent woman. I can ask
her things.
"So," I ask, "you came
  to math lab-?": _
"To see if he's here."
She loóki around
nervously. "If he walks in
here I'll he walks in here I'll
gush, Ill clatter, I'll go
heavy rouge." She colors at
the mere thought bf it.
"Oh no," I comment
observantly. .
"Oh yes," she_skys-,_
"That bad. Do you think
there's anything i can do?"
"I think you're already
too far gone."
He is gorgeous," she
sighs.
We discuss: When you
start thinking they're
gorgeous, it's too late. You
have to make the decision
to love them or not to love
them before you start
thinking they're gorgeous.
Make that decision while
you're still wondering if
you think they're gorgeous.
Before biology takes over.
Thinking somebody is
gorgeous is not a rational
reaction. Biology, not
• reason, rules love.
"Love," she says, "who
said anything about love?"
We discuss further: Love
as a generic term for the
man-woman thing. Not
necessarily a word to be
-afraid of, especially in its
milder forms.
"Crush," she insists, "I
want to forget differential
equations and electrolyte
transport. I want
chase him around the -
woods and spend hours
...,..9oning at him ove.
meals. I want to trash this
scientist front and let my
real self out. I want to
nibble, and be nibbled."
And we discuss: This
isn't Rio, Tangiers. L.A.
We don't have a lot of
street stuff,live art, fast
action going down on all
sides to divert us. The trees
change so slow. Days go
by, nothing happens. We
all mostly have each other
-- to look at, and we do it, and
that's what happens.
"It doesn't sound so
bad," I tell her, "when you
come to think of it."
"I was so happy
before," Q groans. "Now
what are my chances?"
"Well you might still
get over it in a week or so.
and if that makes you feel
even worse, you can always
start studying together."
"A point," she agrees
mournfully. "It would
definately take the edge
off."
- We od-fa-Ttscuss any
more becabse by now, we
both know what's going to
happen, and because it's as
if with any more cautious
vocabulary the scent of
- fizzle might condense from
the air.
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Better uses for money saved
To the editor;
I read with considerable
interest the letter authored by
C. Strange and R. Lutz. I was
amazed at their foresight at
the prediction of the "money_
saved" would be "put to
better use, such as salaries...."
It appears that some of the
conservative estimate of
$15,000 saved will go to the
Chancellor's office to increase
his salary. There were several
other interesting statements in
the letter, -for example-"lees 
spend the - Money saved on
current and better lifestyles.'
!suppose the "money saved"
could be funneled into the
fraternity and sorority
systems, such as establishing a
sorority house or better yet the
university could import
"Valley Girls" from Calif-
ornia so that we all could learn
and adopt that "current"
lifestyle.
My point to you Strange
and Lutz is that any individual
or group of people who choose
to lead a particular lifestyle
believe that theirs is current
and better. If someone's
lifestyle is different and
disagrees from yours, that's
life and we all know life's a
bitch. Those people who
choose different lifestyles have
the right to do so. Any
putdown of their choice is
being narrow minded.
From the remainder of your
narrative, concluding your
narrow perspective was rather
obvious. I would like to
discuss several other points
stated in your letter such as
Viet Nam, which will never be
over for some people,
however, letters to the editor
have to be brief. I would like
to close this letter with
discussion of one of your
comments. It was stated in the
letter that with the distruction
of the cabins we (UMO) have
moved into the 1970's. I
surmise that we are in the
"Me generation." I propose
that to properly celebrate this
rapid advance in UMO
history, the university should
hold a contest by placing the
"money saved" from the
removal of the cabins in the
middle of the field house floor
where qualified applicants
(based on me-ism) would
compete against each other in
a "free for all, grab the money
and run" session. Suggesting
a complicating factor would
be to have the contestants
grunt "me, me, me" during
the session, with the sincerity
of grunts judged by Strange
and Lutz (who will be compen-
sated). Ah! Progress is nice,
isn't it?
Bob Pooler
Stillwater
Keep mind open toward fraternities
To the editor; -
It seems like every year
someone writes a letter to the
Campus and criticizes
Fraternities. Granted, not all
Fraternity men are upstanding
people nor are all Fraternities
great places, but I believe that
the frequency of idiots, jerks
and delinquents is no greaterin any Fraternity than it is in
any dorm or in any
neighborhood.
---Despite this fact, Wanda
Fletcher still finds it necessary
to put down all Fraternities in
her letter in the September
seventeenth issue of the
Campus. What really escapes
me is why she even finds a
cause to castigate Fraternities.
What does Fraternity life have
to do with the Ram's Horn?
What is even worse than
criticizing Fraternities without/
knowing anything about them,
is that Miss Fletcher continues
on her letter about how people
like her are truly "motivated
by a dream" and have an
"awareness that is authentic."
Come on Wanda, it's bad
enough that you put down
whole classes of people
without knowing about them;
why make things worse by
saying they have no dreams or
are not aware of happenings
around them, and how can
you, by any stretch of your
perverted imagination.
compare shutting down the
cabins and putting beer in the
Ram's Horn with the
Mentality of Hitler.
Personally, I don't care
whether the Ram's Horn has
beer or not. But I do care
about the fact that you have
insulted me and my brothers
as well as all people who
disagree with your incredibly
ridiculous thoughts.
Maybe during one of your
conscientious farsing sessions
at the Ram's Horn you can
consider growing up as a
motivating dream that you can
all share and be aware of
together.
Mediate on that idea,
Wanda.
 Sincerely,
Mark Gebauer
Phi Gamma Delta
L-M0 Women's Center to meet Sept. 23
To the editor;
Are you interested in having
an impact on the activities
planned for this year's
Women's Center? Are there
any womens issues you fed
should be._ dealt with on
campus that are not being delt
with now? This Thursday,
Sept. 23, the UMO Womans
Center is having its weekly
meeting in the Peabody
COUNTY
HIVAPI4
9-23
Lounge, Memorial Union we
will be brainstorming for, the
years advice, support, or to
start your own women related
programs or activities. - 
-
Some examples of possible
activities or topics are: Rape
Awareness, International
Women, Self defense,
Womens music, Doinestic
. Violence, Women, in
Literature, politics, sports and
0015WaNi!
FTAI9'KAMcet41ER
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0
endless more topics. If any of
these or any other 'areas
interest you via invite you to
attend this- -important
- -brainstorming meeting_ We-
would like to see input from
all types of women on campus
before we set dates and start
getting down to business.
Sarah L. Burdge
UMO Women's Center
by Berke Breathed
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Sports
Acting Athletic Director 
A conversation with Stu Haskellby Rich Garven
Staff Writer
Upon Harold Westerman 's
retirement last spring, Stu
Haskell was named Acting
Director of Athletics in his place.
Haskell attended school at UMO
and Syracuse and graduated in
1956. He has been everything
-from the Sports ' Information
Director to the Business Manager
of the Athletic Department at
UMO. He wrote far the Maine
Campus while at UMO, and then
the Bangor Daily News for tirree
years, before becoming editor of
the Belfast Republican Journal.
To tell you the truth, Haskell
probably would have done a
better job of interviewing himself
than I did.
MC: By now everyone has heard
about the baseball team's
showing at the College World
Series, what do you have to say
about the team?
Haskell: I think the team did a
fantastic job. The kids rose to an
occasion that few teams ever have
The Public is Invited
-To The
ANNUAL GREEK BALL
SPONSORED BY
sponsored by
St George
Greek Orthodox Church
Sat Oct 2, 1982
BYOB Greek Hor'd'oeuvres Semi-Formal
9:00 PM -1:00 AM
Analt Temple Shrine Hall-Bangor
Live rea—a—t & American Dance Music
Free Greek Dance Lessons
Sept 28 or 30- 7:30 PM ArkCall 945-9588 for dance lesson'teservation
Donation $12.50 per person
To Order tickets, call- 945-9588
RESTAURANT • ENTERTAiNSIENT CENTER
Open For Lunch
Wed .Sun
Daily Specials
From 11:00
MAIN RESTURANT
Serving Steak Ribs
Steak Teriyaki
everyday
From $4.50 up
FREE UNIO Pizza Delivery
From 5pm Daily
102 Park St. .
At Back Door to U1110
866-4500
u_TE OREA
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an opportunity to do, and Coach
Winkin's game plans were
outstanding. The resulting
excitement created by the team
has helped all of UMO's
programs.
MC: Has UMO benefited
financially at all from the Series?
Haskell: Alumni and friends have
increased their financial suppat
to the university and we'll be
receiving money from ESPN (the
all-sports network) because
Maine appeared in their
broadcasts.
MC: It seems that the athletic
facilities are getting 'a facelift
with the new pressbox •and
scoreboard.
Haskell: We're fortunate at
UMO that alumni and friends
have continued to make these
improvements, in this case the
Classes of 1933 and 1934. The
coaches and teams work
FRANKLIN
Where quality is right at home!
Cutler's
ot
 oi"4.
4)TO
Craft Shop
see our large
selection of
Christmas items
Bath Shop
shower curtains
25/ Discount
Kitchen Shop
Buy 6 glasses
get 2 free
Giftwares
holiday gifts
Frame and
Poster Shop
custom framing
10/ discount
with student ID
Tops & Jeans
Shop
Your home accent
and variety- Store
Open Mon
-Sat 930-534
Friday nights until 9:00 PM
9
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extremely hard to show people
their support is appreciated and
desired.
MC: On the other hand there still
isn't a new track and the Pit
doesn't seem to be adequate
enough for a Division I school.
Haskell: Approximately three
weeks ago I appointed a facility
committee, comprised of ten
members of UMO coaching
staffs from both the men's and
women's programs. I've asked
the committee to make
recommendations for facility
alterations and new facilities for
the immediate future and the next
20 years. I expect modifications
to the track facility - Will be
thoroughly explored by the
committee.
MC: What do you have to say
about Harold Westerman, who
you rep4aced?
Haskell: He always operated wit
Stu Haskell
two things uppermost in. his
mind--the welfare of the student-
athlete and the university as a
whole. He was an outstanding
athletic director, and I'm sorry he
didn't elect to continue.
MC: Westerman built up quality
schedules in all sports,
particularly in basketball with
games against teams like Notre
Dame and Kentucky. TM you_
plan to continue scheduling
games against these quality teams
even though Maine often got
blown out?
Haskell: I'll rely heavily upon my
coaches desires relative to future
scheduling commitments.
MC: Last year, only 3 or 4 home
games were actually played at
(continued on page ill)
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Haskell speaks
(continued from page 10)
home (in the Pit), the rest were
played in BangDr or Portland. It
doesn't seem to me like that's .a
fair home schedule for the team
and the fans.
Haskell: My intention is to play
all home games in the Pit in the
immediate future, with rare
exceptions. I want all students to
have an opportunity to see the
team in action.
MC: Give me a short comment
on Maine's revenue producing
head coach-6. -First, football
coach Ron Rogerson.
Haskell: Ron's intelligent and
enthusiastic, very enthusiastic.
His enthusiasm • has been
contagious throughout the
department. There's no doubt in
my mind Ron is good for the
football team and UMO as a
whole.
MC: Jack Semlar, hockey coach.
Haskell: Jack is an outstanding
individual. He p ocesses a high
deal of character and he's a
terminally hard worker. Jack is
highly regarded by hockey people
everywhere.
MC: Skip Chappelle, basketball
coach.
Haskell: Skip has a great
basketball mind. He's an
outgoing person who relates well
to everyone v h associates with
him. He's also the best basketball
player ever to -graduate from
Maine.
MC: Some people Tight differ
with you on that one.
Haskell: Chappelle Was the last
person cut by the Celtics in 1962.
It came down to him and some
guy named Havlicek, and that
was when the Celts had Russell
and Co.
MC: Dr. John Winkin, baseball
coach.
Haskell: A brilliant baseball
man. He unquestionably is one of
the top baseball coaches in the
country, including those at the
major league level. His record of
accomplishments is virtually
unequalled in the sport.
MC: What about UMO's other
coaches?
Haskell: I firmly believe that the
university has outstanding
coaches in every sport. They are
people who are completely
dedicated to providing the
campus with solid athletic
programs.
MC: What are you doing to help
:the small, non-revenue producing
sports?
Haskell: I'm trying to do
everything 1 can to raise the
visibility level of the men's and
women's teams that don't attract
a great crowd. These programs
deserve more public attention
than they've been getting. I hope
for success in this area.
MC: Any last words?
Haskell: I'd just like to say I'm
enjoying my job very much.
Coaches and other people at
UMO have been kind and
cooperative, and I've appreciated
that very much.
OUR WORK-iTUDY PROGRAM GETS YOU
MORE THAN TWO INCOMES.
If you have at least two years of college left,
_
they can be over $6,000 cheaper. By joining the
Army Reserve and Army ROTC at the same
time, you earn two incomes—over $100 a month as
----a Reservist, and $100 a month as-an Rom Cadet.
You graduate from ROTC a second lieutenant
and continue in the Reserve as an Army officer. It's
called the Simultaneous Membership Program.
By joining the Army Reserve now, you can take your
paid initial entry training over the summer.
Noti'll then qualify for Advanced ROTC programs
at over 800 colleges, universities, and cross-enroll-
ment schools. If you'd like to learn more, stop by; 
orcall.
BEMAITY
 ORIBIE
 .
US Army Collqge Recruiter
SSG'Terry D. White
202 Harlow Street
Bangor, ME 04401
945-6361
IC17)1S4LE
2 Days Only!!
Friday & Saturday
SeptembTx 24th;----109
_September 25th, 9-5
Alpine & Touring Equipment
Super Savings! Great Selection!
That's what you'll find at our TENT SALE of last year's new
equipment, odds and ends, and demo, rental and used skis,
boots, bindings and poles.
lYüéTo the success of our Pre-Season Sale, we have extended it
through Saturday, September 25th. We still have a great
selection of Alpine and X-C skis, boots, poles and accessories,
and even bicycles.
Remember the sale ends September 25th. This is your last
chance to take advantage of sale prices. Don't wait until the
snow flies before you gear up for the coming ski season. Buy
now and save!
ITS NICE TO HAVE A 'FRIEND IN THE BUSINESS
IMCK
Maine Square, Hogan Road, Bangor 945-6474 or 945-6475
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"teal communication-takes timeI
by Dave Pritchard
"Betty, do you have a minute to talk
with me about my problem with Jeff? I
just need someone to bounce ideas off
of and who will listen to me."
"Hey, no problem, Jane. I told you
before that you're inexperienced with
men. Dtmip the bum and be done with
it. That's what you should do. Don't
sweat it."
COMMUNICATION???
Bob looked into his mug and
laughed. "So anyway, Jon, I told the
old Prof .... I told him 'Hey, I don't
need no grade from you. so I don't
mind telling you that you're boring
and ptobably the worst instructor I've
ever had. And I'm telling you that you
can take this class and you can..."
"You're going to be one hurting
fellow when you have to take- prof.
Jonas next semester for carrot produc-
tion and management. Bad move,
Paul. bad, bad move. You're feeling
incompetent as a student and are
taking out your frustrations on Jonas,
that's obvious. I know just what you
should do in a case like this...listen to
me..."
COMMUNICATION?! ?!?
COMMUNICATION.
"Paul. you got a minute? I've got
something that's really bothering
me..."
"I've got an hour before class, Joe,
sure. What is it?" Paul shifted his
isn't it, Joe?" Pause. "You sound...-
lonely, and perhaps a little afraid. Is
that it?"
"Yeah...YEAH. I guess I'm really
kind of homesick. I'm having a hard
time meeting new people and making
friends. You're the first one who has
really taken the time to listen to
me.. .what can I do?"
"Although I've been homesick
before myself, Joe, I can't answer that
question for you.. .we're different
people with different experiences, and
how I deal with situations may not
work for you. What kind of things
mightyou do to meet people and make
new friends, Joe?"
COMMUNICATION.
Ind three of the above interactions,
communication of some sort took
place. Betty and Jon in the first two
examples were hardly effective in
communicating with their friends; the
third exchange. between Paul and Joe
demonstrates an effective communica-
tion style.
What happened with Betty and
Jon? Communication failed, or rather,
neverreally started. Their obvious lack
of concern over, and respect of their
roommate's feelings blocked the com-
munication channels and allowed each
of them to throw away an ideal
opportunity to get to know their
—roommates better, by helping them to
explore a problem. Instead, Betty and
Jonblocked communication by behav-
,chai to face his roommate and looked 'g such—a. ...way— as. to prevent
gently into Joe's eyes, his face meaningful expression and exploration
showing his obvious (=cern and of thoughts and feelings.
interest. 
_•
"k's just that school and all this is
all so new to me.. .and I'm...I'm
feeling kind of lost and alone..."
"It's a whole different world 
Brokerage
services
available
The Learning Resotures
BROKERAGE located on the
secondfloor of Fogler Library is
now open. Established -to help
students identify academic re-
sources, the BROKERAGE ser-
ves as a link between students
and academic assistance.
Phone: 581-7441.
Sunday 2:00 - 5:00 p.m.
6:00 - 9:00 p.m.
Mon - Thurs. 10:00 12:00
p.m.
2:00 - 5:00 p.m.
6:00 - 9:00 p.m.
Johntble, Director
Betty and Jon, unfortunately, both
appear adept at -effectively using
COMMUNICATION STOPPERS. In
just five short minutes they have:
DIRECTED -- told somaane what to
do;
WARNED -- pointed out dirt
consecpences of actions;
ADVLSED -- provided sorn eone with
an avower to their problems;
IltiGNOSED -- analyzed another's
belraior. "Figured them out";
CRITICIZED -- made negative inter-
pretatitins of a person's behavior;
MORALIZED -- told someone to do
soling because , should.t,,c al 
Perhaps most important in effective
communication is the ability to LISI
TEN to what another is saying. in an
empathic, caring, non-judgmental
way. HEAR what another is saying
and RESPOND to that perxin in such a
way so as not to force your ideas and
beliefs onto that person. Try and see
where that person is coming from;
hher beliefs and _peycsptions may
not be the same as some of your own --
<
CHECK OUT.
 Essential to- open -eommucation is
your ability to clearly show another
that you're interested in what he/she
is communicating. This may be
conveyed by good attending behavior:
ASSUME A RELAXED BODY
POSITION and minimize unnecessary
distractions (eg. radio, T.V., news-
paper, yo-yo's, etc.;)
LOOKTHE PERSON IN THE EYE,
comfortably, not staring;
SHOW THAT YOU'RE FOLLOW1
1NGwhat's being said verbally, as well
as non-verbally, with head nods
and/or non-threatenin uestions.
1360* TOPIC' ltia Stay' fOcus ''' arerr-
on the issue or concern whch is being
expihred.
If)ou would like to learn more about
communication or other -life skills
(Positive Thinking. Assertiveness. Al-
cohol and Sexuality, Siress, Time
Management and others), contact the
SHOP IL Hancock Hall M-F 8:30-11:00
a.m. Our phone nuber is 5SI-2147. Or
speak to an R.A. or ,the RD. of your
hall.
Openings at Colvin Hall
offer lower cost residence
A imited number of "spaces are
available for female students interest-
ed in Colvin Hall, the women's
cooperative residence hall. Residents
plan, prepare and serve their own
meals and are responsible for the care
and cleaning of the hall Rates are
lower than in conventional residence
halls. Interested on or off-campus
.students should -contact Terri Gallant,
Colvin Hall Resident Director, or call
7176.
eer Sexuality has open line
Ile Peer Sexuality Switch-
boaidis a telephone information
- rral service. If you have a
questiOn regarding sex-related
issues, give us a call.
The Switchboard is run by 10
stuchis in the Peer Sexuality
Pram. The service is confi-
denial and designed to answer
your questions. If you need a
straight answer, contact our
warners between:
6- 10 p.m., Monday, Tues-
day. Thursday and Sunday
nigh.
9- 11 p.m., Wednesday night.
lfyou are working on a project
or piper dealing with any aspect
of sociality, call for information.
If yru're not sure - don't
hesinte to ask.
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